Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Issue 18: Crosswalk at Alameda & Liberty Park
Overview:
The intersection at Liberty Park Ave and Alameda has several safety issues and
has a crosswalk frequently used by children and families. Part of the problem is
that the road has several configuration changes occurring at this one location
and the crosswalks are long, not well marked or lacking.

Lack of Left turn lane causes
traﬃc to stop/change lanes

Crosswalk is missing

No stop limit line at crosswalk
and cars often enter it

Problems:
• Westside curb not ADA compliant
• No sidewalks and limited pathways
• No stop limit lines to keep stopped
traffic away from crosswalks and
create safe zone with visibility
• High accident rate - near misses
• Major road configuration changes
• No left turn lane
• No bike lane guidance
Positives of Solution:
• Moves crosswalk on Alameda to
southern curb of Liberty Park
• ADA compliance for this high use
school segment helps all
• Much shorter Crosswalk
• New Crosswalk across Liberty Park

Curb is full height — not ADA
compliant
Road changes configuration
right before crosswalk

Considerations:

Crosswalk placement adds risk to
pedestrians

Several of the safety issues are noted above and to the right. Additionally,
more right of way is taken from the NE corner property than seems necessary,
and should the sidewalks be re-done, consideration of returning this right of
way so that the curb line is consistent for this block.
In the following section, a proposed solution option is provided. It is not an
engineering drawing, just a draft design to be used for discussion and exploring
how best to improve safety for everyone.

• Depends on Safety Issue #1RoadDiet
• High use by school children
• Crosswalk connects neighborhoods
• Ladder stripping of Crosswalk
Impact:
• ADA compliant curb corners would
need to constructed
• Add bulb outs to shorten crosswalk
• Tightens right turns onto Liberty
Park to improve pedestrian safety
Alternatives:
Retain Crosswalk on north corner of
Liberty Park, but this incurs visual
impairment between people and cars
turning right from Liberty Park
Scope - Cost:
Many benefits from re-striping - low
cost. Adding bulb-outs and sidewalk
improvements require moderate costs.
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Proposed Solution Option:
Virtually all of the safety issues raised are addressed by this option:

Advantage of moving the crosswalk to
south:

• Crosswalks are significantly shortened and clearly marked
• Crosswalk curbs are ADA compliant

✓ Pedestrians don’t have to
contend with Alameda left turns

• Stop Limit lines are established for keeping cars away from
crosswalk
• Curb outs are used to add additional visibility and shorten
crosswalks — they are as wide as the parking they replace
• Ambience of Alameda is calmer, slower, and with more
awareness to pedestrians (Requires Safety Issue #1)

✓ Pedestrians don’t have to
contend with Liberty Park
distracted motorists making right
✓ Protective curb outs on each side
of crosswalk

• Bike lanes are buffered
As previously mentioned this option
depends on the adoption of Safety issue
#1, the Alameda Road Diet changes. It is
important because currently this section
of Alameda has many serious road
configuration changes occurring, lanes
being eliminated northbound and south
bound lanes being added. Additionally,
property right of way alignments are all
over the map with some properties
jogging one way or the other and
changing curb alignments. A lot going
and it is a distraction to drivers and
unduly increases risk to pedestrians,
cyclists, and the many children that use
this section of the Alameda.

Stop Limit Line

Crosswalks are much
shorter and both marked
Safety Median - only one
lane to cross at a time
Curb bulb outs are ADA
compliant
Stop Limit Line

Emergency Access Route:
The option map on the right shows the
road configuration. It is important to note,
that the crosswalk on the Alameda conforms to Fire District guidelines to insure un-restrict emergency access
route, median could be flat - an optical median using texture and color, instead of being raised - allowing free
emergency routing.
Crosswalk View:
Shows the intersection, with
the sidewalk and curb bulb
out. Since this is a
crosswalk cross-section, the
curb bulb is shown not the
adjacent parking. Left turn is
not needed here so is a
safety refuge median.
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